
C O M P A N Y  P R O F I L E

A Sharper Insight .  Power Your Brand.



INTRODUCING SMD CONSULTING ASSOCIATES

The game has changed. Radically.

To keep pace with the ever evolving marketplace, you need 
specialists with profound market insights, epic strategies, 
and remarkable analytical skills to guide your brand to the 
future.
SMD Consulting Associates are here to help you improve 
your game plan with our integrated capabilities. This is the 
home of game changing strategies and innovation. Here, we 
power your brand and fuel your business to get you ahead 
for good with unprecedented expertise.
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WHO WE ARE

We are a client focused integrated consultancy consortium 

SMD Consulting Associates is a hands-on integrated consul-
tancy consortium dedicated to assist companies boost their 
performance in the marketplace through innovative thinking 
and proven methodologies. 

Our philosophy is to work closely with our clients to ensure 
continuous and substantial improvements in different enviro-

nments such as Sales & Marketing, Business Technology, 
Public Relations and Communication. 

We do not apply a one size fits all formula but rather we 
adopt a unique approach for every client, analyzing core 
activities. We collaborate with our clients to offer the best 
solutions to their business challenges.
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OUR CAPABILITIES

Sharper insights to get you ahead for good. Power your brand

Digital Marketing
It’s about time your brand should create a mark on the digital 
landscape. We are here to guide your brand through the 
actionable leads within your target market.

Website Development
We design and build functional bespoke website solutions 
that reflects the uniqueness and true quality of your organiza-
tion.  

And with our tech support, you won’t lose conversions with a 
stale or broken website.

Systems Development
Complexity delivered in a simple solution! We translate your 
requirements into a web applications that suit the various 
technological needs. Think big: Anything is possible with 
SMD Associates web application and systems development.
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OUR CAPABILITIES

Sharper insights to get you ahead for good. Power your brand

Strategy & Innovation
We assist companies and organizations alike boost their per-
formance in the marketplace through innovative thinking and 
proven methodologies. We work closely with our clients to 
ensure continuous and substantial improvements in Commu-
nication, Public Relations, Marketing and ICT. 

Graphic Design 
We deliver top-quality graphic design that will get target 
customers’ attention, express your unique personality, and

encourage viewers to become leads and customers. Stand 
out from competitors and inspire confidence among custom-
ers while encouraging referrals.

Copywriting
Here, we are all about creating real connection with your 
customers. 
We craft words that talk to customers and narrate your 
brand’s story with compelling messages to take it to unprec-
edented levels.
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OUR CAPABILITIES

Sharper insights to get you ahead for good. Power your brand
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Social Media

We provide dedicated social media management services 
driving traffic to your website and creating unprecedented 
buzz around the brand through creative social media 
campaigns. Keep in touch with your customers always.

Market Intelligence

The marketplace is evolving, fast. To keep up with the agile 
competitors you need sharp insights that will enable you 
make accurate and confident decisions in determining your 
overall organization strategy including market opportunity, 
market penetration strategy, and market development.



OUR APPROACH

Innovative Thinking and Proven Methodologies
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We will work alongside you to firstly gain a thorough under-
standing of your wider market and the impact this has on 
your organization.

We then take the time to fully understand the way your 
organization works - past, present and future. We will also 
usually research both your customers and your competitors 
to fully appreciate the impact they have on your market and 
your organization. 

Once we have achieved a detailed and sound understanding 
of your organization and the challenges you are facing, we 
then formulate creative strategic solutions in partnership 
with you. 

Our commitment is to providing you with pragmatic and 
enduring answers that will enhance the overall effectiveness 
of your organization.



OUR CLIENTS

We deliver nothing but the best services to all our clients across all the sectors.
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OUR PORTFOLIO

We focus on a client-centric tailormade approach.
Delivery of exceptional & professional services in web 
design, digital marketing, content development & creative 

brand development that not only ensure that your company 
has an edge over competition.



OUR PORTFOLIO
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We are passionate about corporate brand design and 
believe that our branding service will help you make your 
business everything it can be.  We offer a full range of vibrant 
graphic design solutions. Application of the brand on to pro-
motional items and communication materials is vital for 

strong brand identity. As SMD Consulting Associates, we 
help companies as well as organizations promote their brand 
awareness and build the brand equity. With our expertise, 
you will generate the much needed sales leads that can in 
turn be successfully converted.



CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

At the heart of our services is the relentless commitment to make our customers happy
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“Last year I decided to rebrand the firm and launch a new 
logo that will resonate with our category of clients we were 
targeting. Well, I am glad that I worked with SMD Consulting 
Associates in the rebranding project because the results 
were simply amazing!”
Mwalo Omondi/ Kevin & Associates

“I have worked with SMD Consulting Associates for close 
two to years now on my various projects and in each encoun-
ter they have never disappointed. I look forward to our 
continued collaboration on future projects.”
Roy Wanjohi/ Jura Properties

“We needed a complete overhaul of our website. Dennis 
and his team did an excellent job of making our new site 
easier to navigate and much more graphically dynamic. And 
their SEO recommendations were right on - we continue to 
see an increase in qualified traffic to our site.”
Rayhab Hisha/ Capital Reality

"What [SMD Consulting Associates] was able to do was listen 
to exactly what my ideas and thoughts were and translate 
them into an actual concept and branding that made sense 
to the target market."
J.D.A Kamollo/ Llvyn Home Makers



TA L K  T O  U S

SMD Consulting Associates
Commodore Office Suites, 3rd Floor suite 3A, Nairobi.

0727 907 449 | 0711 953 347
consult@smdassociates.co.ke

www.smdassociates.co.ke
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